Installation Instructions | Motorized Honeycomb Shades
A Getting Started
The Parts: Before starting, please remove and identify the following parts required for the installation of your shades:

Battery Wand + 8 Lithium Batteries

Standard Mounting Bracket
(Qty varies based
on window width)

Installation Screws

Battery Wand Clips
(Qty. 2)

Spacer Blocks (optional)

Side Mount Bracket
(optional)

Hold Down Bracket
(optional)

B The Tools
To install your Next Day Shades Motorized Honeycomb Shade, you will need
a few basic tools:

Important Note: Screws provided are for installation into wooden frames only. For
metal surfaces, use suitable sheet metal screws and pre-drill holes. For concrete,
stone, brick, or tile, use a carbide drill and appropriate anchors and screws.
For wallboard or plaster, use hollow wall anchors and/or longer screws to reach
framing or stud. In all cases, follow the fastener manufacturer’s recommendations.

• Phillips head screwdriver*, or
• 1/4” nut driver*

* Power screwdriver or power drill with #2 Phillips attachment or
1/4” nut driver attachment may be used.

C Sorting Your Shades
On top of the headrail of your Next Day Blinds Motorized Honeycomb Shade,
there is a sorting label. On this label, you will recognize:

2. Room Location

Work Order Number

1. Order Size of Shade

3. Type of Mount

1. Order size of the shade
2. Room location (If not present, info not given at time of order)
3. Whether the shade was ordered for inside mount (IB), or outside mount (OB)

D Bracket/Clip Placement
There is one set of brackets to mount the shade and one set of clips for the battery wand that powers the shade. The battery wand clips are designed to
be horizontal or vertically mounted on the window frame. If window depth permits, we recommend mounting the battery clips behind the bracket mounts
for the shade.

Battery Clip
Select the desired location for your battery wand, preferably on the right side of the window (the distance from the motor to the battery should not exceed
10”) and mark the location. Install the battery clips at marked location, 6” from each other on center, with the included screws. Be sure the clips are level
with each other. Gently slide battery wand into the clip with the cable on the right side.

Mounting Brackets
Shades are shipped with the required number of brackets for proper installation. Depending on the width of the shade, additional brackets may be
necessary, evenly spaced between the two end brackets.

E Bracket/ Battery Clip Installation Options
Inside or
Ceiling Mount

Outside or
Wall Mount

Outside Mount
with Spacer Blocks

Use the top bracket holes

Use the rear bracket holes

Optional spacer block
will project bracket 3/8”

centerline

Side Mount with
Extension Brackets

centerline

Top Hook

Top Hook

NOTE: Release tab is always
the bottom of the bracket

Shade
Width

Number of
Brackets

Up to 40”

2

40” To 72”

3

72” To 84”

4

84” and up

5

Installation Bracket Spacing on Headrail
Space evenly
Installation
Bracket

Space evenly
Centerline

F Installing Battery Wand
Unscrew the top of the battery wand and insert Lithium Batteries (provided). Make sure batteries are loaded in the tube correctly. See diagram on the tube
for loading instructions. Once batteries are loaded into the battery tube, screw on the top of the battery tube. Slide the battery tube into the battery clips
with the lead wire on the right side.

Battery Wand
(Uses 8 AA Lithium Batteries)

G Inserting the Headrail
1. First, lower the bottom rail about an inch. This will help keep the fabric from getting caught between the brackets and the headrail.
2. Position the headrail with the front lip resting on the top hooks of all the brackets (Fig. 1). Make sure that no fabric is pinched between the brackets and the headrail.
3. Push the bottom of the headrail firmly upwards and toward the window until the groove at the bottom of the headrail snaps into place, as shown (Fig. 2).
4. Confirm lead is accessible to attach to battery wand.
Front Lip
Side
view of
bracket
Push here, upwards
and towards the window.
Groove will snap into place.
Figure 1

Figure 2

H Connect Shade to Battery Wand
Connect battery lead to motor lead (Fig. 3).

Figure 3

I Assigning Remote to Pre-Programmed Shades
Important Note: Program only one shade at a time, disconnect power for any additional shades for best results.
1. On the remote/wall switch, press and hold both the UP and DOWN buttons simultaneously until the window coverings jog (a jog is a brief up and down motion),
then release (Fig. 4).
2. Press and hold the programming button on the back of the remote/wall switch until the shade jogs (short up and down motion), then release the button
immediately. Operate the shade to confirm assignment (Fig. 5).
3. Disconnect battery wand on the assigned shade and repeat steps 1-3 for assigning additional shades.

Figure 4

Figure 5

Set Intermediate Preferred “MY” Position
Press UP or DOWN directional button on your remote until the shade reaches a desired intermediate position, then press the MY button to stop. Once the shade is at a
desired intermediate position, press and hold the MY button until the shade jogs. The shade is now set to intermediate position.

Child Safety
Next Day Shades is committed to incorporating the latest and most effective child-safe technologies in our products.
Our Motorized Honeycomb Shades have no exposed cording. For more details about Next Day Shades’ commitment to child safety visit
www.nextdayshades.com/resources/window-covering-safety.

Cleaning and Care
In order to keep your window treatments looking new, follow the recommended methods for care and maintenance. Regular care will result in
better appearance and performance from your window coverings.
The Honeycomb fabric is easy to care for. Regular dusting with a feather duster or vacuum cleaner brush is recommended. Most stains can be
blotted with a damp sponge and mild detergent. For problem stains, the shade can be removed from the Installation brackets and soaked in
warm water.
IMPORTANT: Do not immerse headrail in water. When damp, raise shade tightly to re-crisp pleats. Before using anything stronger than mild
detergent and lukewarm water, test an unobtrusive corner of the shade. If you have any questions, call your dealer for advice.
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